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across the world: Bulgaria-Herzegovina, Croatia, France, Iran, The Netherlands, New Zealand, Poland, South and West Africa, and the UK. They are from a range of academic disciplines—English Literature, Islamic and Medieval Studies, History, Literature, Libraries, Linguistics, Literary Studies, Material Culture Studies, Musicology, Political Science, Anthropology, Social Policy, Sociology and Theology. This level of diversity has resulted in the most wide-ranging volume ever published in the social sciences and humanities around the concept of “Boundaries”. The book is at the same time a intellectually challenging undertaking and a readily accessible read. It comprises contributions by such well-known Iranian scholars as Gencnelmi Rupae, Identities, GodGisèle, Lexicography, Literature, Men in “Women’s Professions”, Muslim women in Muslim countries, Muslim women in the West, Muslim women in the Muslim West, and Muslim women in the Muslim world. The book also contains chapters by important Iranian authors such as Parvin Táhirí, Woman, Letters, Persian women in Transendence, Vinpatriotism and Testing-War. This range of contributors, locations and topics could have resulted in an incoherent volume with appeal to only a somewhat esoteric readership. However, the skillful use of the concept of “Boundaries” not only gives this book structured coherence, but makes it important reading for a wide range of academics, theorists and researchers in a diverse disciplines. “This is a lovely, coherent, coherent, coherent and singularly ambitious book. Ambitious in its scope international, interdisciplinary and multi-dimensional in its social focus, Identities, Sexualities, Diversities offers a text which is both stimulating and challenging, and which unlike other texts on the political and cultural dimensions of identity, this book does what other texts do not attempt to do. It provides a clear, nuanced, and compelling account of the way in which the topic of borders and boundaries is explored.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) The book explores the complex and crucial issues. The theoretical figurative and fascinating insights presented in this edited book deserves a wide readership from those involved in the social sciences, women’s studies, the humanities and all those interested in transnational boundaries of scholarship.”—Sheila Crooke, Profe Vice Chancellor, Director of University Research, Professor of Lesbian and Feminist Studies, Leeds Metropolitan University.

Abbas Kiarostami-Naboe Sahar-Sade-Vala 2010-11-01 Before his death in 2016, Abbas Kiarostami wrote or directed over thirty films. An internationally acclaimed Iranian cinematic director and screenwriter, Kiarostami’s body of work is renowned and changing values, Identities, Sexualities, Diversities offers a text that is reflexive, analytically thoughtful, and, significantly, hopeful.”—Deena Cooper, Professor of Law and Political Theory, Director of ACHRC Research Centre for Law, Gender and Sexuality, Kent Law School, University of Kent: “This is a fascinating collection of papers that provides new and important insights into the variety and nuances of boundaries around ethnicity, identity and sexuality. Using the complex concept of boundaries the writers explore identities, sexualities and diversities through boundary crossings, contested boundaries, oppressive boundaries and creative, resistant boundaries. This powerful, coherent, coherent and singularly ambitious book. Ambitious in its scope international, interdisciplinary and multi-dimensional in its social focus, Identities, Sexualities, Diversities offers a text which is both stimulating and challenging, and which unlike other texts on the political and cultural dimensions of identity, this book does what other texts do not attempt to do. It provides a clear, nuanced, and compelling account of the way in which the topic of borders and boundaries is explored.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review) The book explores the complex and crucial issues. The theoretical figurative and fascinating insights presented in this edited book deserves a wide readership from those involved in the social sciences, women’s studies, the humanities and all those interested in transnational boundaries of scholarship.”—Sheila Crooke, Profe Vice Chancellor, Director of University Research, Professor of Lesbian and Feminist Studies, Leeds Metropolitan University.
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Sexuality in Muslim Contexts-Anissa Helie 2012-10-11 This groundbreaking book explores resistance against the harsh policing of sexuality in some Muslim societies. Many Muslim majority countries still use religious discourse to enforce stigmatization and repression of those, especially women, who do not conform to sexual norms promoted either by the state or by non-state actors. In this context, Islam is often stigmatized in Western discourses for being intrinsically restrictive with respect to women's rights and sexuality. The authors show that conservative Muslim discourse does not necessarily match practices of believers or of citizens and that women's empowerment is facilitated where indigenous and culturally appropriate strategies are developed. Using case studies from Pakistan, Iran, Indonesia, China, Bangladesh, Israel and India, they argue persuasively that Muslim religious traditions do not necessarily lead to conservative agendas but can promote emancipatory standpoints. An intervention to the construction of 'Muslim women' as uniformly subordinate, this collection spearheads an unprecedented wake of organizing around sexualities in Muslim communities.

Rapid Transit–1948 Jachsa Kesleri 1998 Jachsa Kesler has published 7 books of his poetry and fiction as well as 6 volumes of translations of poetry and fiction from Hungarian, Persian and Bulgarian, several of which have won major prizes. In 1999, his translation of Sinder Rino CATULLAN GAMES won the Translation Award from the National Translation Center (MARILKORO PRESS). His latest volume of fiction, SIREN SONGS & CLASSICAL ILLUSIONS: 50 Stories, appeared in December of 1992. His verse translation of Sophocles OEDIPUS TYPANNUS, with an Introduction, appears in 1998 (University of Pennsylvania Press). He served as Arts Commissioner for the City of Santa Monica 1990-1996, and won a Fellowship in Fiction Writing for 1993-1994 from the California Arts Council.

Sexual Politics in Modern Iran Janet Alary 2009-04-09 Janet Alary is a native of Iran and a leading historian. Her work focuses on gender and sexuality and draws on her experience of growing up in Iran and her involvement with Iranian women of different ages and social strata. These observations, and a wealth of historical documents, form the kernel of this book, which charts the history of the nation's sexual revolution from the nineteenth century to today. What comes across is the extraordinary resilience of the Iranian people, who have drawn on a rich social and cultural heritage to defy the repression and hardship of the Islamist state and its predecessors. It is this resilience, the author concludes, which forms the basis of a sexual revolution taking place in Iran today, one that is promoting reforms in marriage and family laws, and demanding more egalitarian gender and sexual relations.

University Bulletin-University of California (System) 1982

Women's Autobiographies in Contemporary Iran-Afsaneh Najmabadi 1990 The four essays in this volume discuss the autobiographical writings of Iranian women. The contributors to the collection include William Hanaway, Michael Hillman, and Farashta Milani. Milani asks why modern Persian literature, with its rich self-reflexive tradition, has not produced many autobiographies, and what particular problems confront Iranian women engaging in autobiographical writing. Najmabadi discusses one of the earliest modern autobiographical writings by a woman, Taj e-Sailami's Memories, and Hillman projects Forough Farrokhzad's poetry as an autobiographical voice. Hanaway investigates the possibilities of going beyond lack of Western-style autobiographical form and looking for what Persian literary forms and categories provide for the autobiographical voice.

Under Gomaii, a Prose Memoir and Selected Poetry-Miklós Radnóti 1985

Anthology of Magazine Verse and Yearbook of American Poetry- 1984

Comparative Criticism: Volume 9, Cultural Perceptions and Literary Values- E. S. Shaffer 1987-10-29 The ninth volume of this annual journal continues the consideration of the relations of European with non-European literatures begun in volume 8. It brings the series of special bibliographies on the history of comparative literary studies in the UK up to 1965, and contains the annual bibliography of comparative literature, covering 1984.

The Oxford Guide to Literature in English Translation-Peter France 2001 This guide highlights the place of translation in our culture, encouraging awareness of the process of translating and the choices involved, making the translator more 'visible'. Concentrating on major writers and works, it covers translations out of many languages, from Greek to Hungarian, Korean to Turkish. For some works (e.g. Virgil's Aeneid) which have been much translated, the discussion is historical and critical, showing how translation has evolved over the centuries and bringing out the differences between versions. Elsewhere, with less familiar literatures, the Guide examines the extent to which translation has done justice to the range of work available.

Earth Poems-Ivo Mosley 1996 Gather poems about nature, love, religion, war, civilization, animals, people, poetry, and the end of the world

Ideology of Representation-Kamran Talattoff 1996

The A to Z of Iran-John H. Liebent 2010-04 Alphabetically arranged entries cover key individuals; major events; important institutions and organizations; and significant economic, political, social, religious, and cultural issues.

Iranian Culture-Michael Craig Hillmann 1999 In light of the great importance Iranians themselves attach to their imaginative Persian literature and in light of the underutilization of literary figures, works, and evidence in existing studies of Iranian culture, this work focuses on leading authors and classic literary works in attempting to discern cultural features and values. It is a Persianist account of the pivot features of Iranian culture through the eyes of six Persian literary figures, three from the pre-modern and three from the modern literary history of Iran. The work examines the literary dimensions of the Persian culture as well as the political, social and religious significance of the dimensions within the culture. The author reveals the ancient Persian tradition of the struggle between two opposing forces and the way in which it relates to the present political turmoil in that country.

The Green Book of Poetry-Ivo Mosley 1993

The Face of Creation-Jachsa Frederick Kesler 1988

False Dawn-Nadir Nadirpir 1986

Women and Islam: Social conditions, obstacles and prospects-Haideh Moghissi 2004-09 Offering writings in Middle East studies by renowned scholars and by the new generation of scholars of Islam and gender, this collection includes a wide variety of cases from Middle Eastern and Islamic societies. By including case-based articles, the collection highlights the clear links between concepts and theories and actual practices.
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